
Concertina, Edinburgh 
 
 Stretch: 
 
If, sitting here on the path collaring a crag at the pole of a city 
 I give myself a ledge to vault from, 
then perhaps the church spires yonder will welcome my 
 tropical bunting, rainbow words, hemispherical jewels. 
Like nuts thus, tourists, the kernel more proverbial. 
 Regular nuts, too, looking for the right external pressure 
(not too soft, neither too hard) 
 yet pulverized with a hundred thousand pavement steps. 
Having outselfed myself – outshelled, outsold –  
 unlike the other outsourced cosmopolitan crazies 
who still trust tin saint medals or bet on the salvation of culture 
 I expect a terminus around every corner, 
an end to stolen paths.  Attractions.  Or the small suicides 
 we contemplate between brochures. 
The limp bodies left: cocoons, a dusty moth, Celt. 
 Whether the tip of a word’s weight against the mouth 
 – the differential slip between ‘small’ and ‘wee’  
 at first a nudge and then a tumble – 
or that other cast of light, a gobsmacked brawling dialect hue; 
 the reasons to jump are never intelligible.   
Only the tea leafed remains scattered over the hills  
 help us predict the past, the past selves.   
And who?  And whom?  Or whose mouth/speech/talk 
 sings down the descant 
over the slates and into the stones? 
 Such roofs there aren’t, homeward. 
Whether more profuse the taking leave 
 or less effuse the heart: 
all jumps down describe an empty space to fill 
 (within our own spheres the world is flat, 
our arcs too short to see the greater roundness 
 and how we fall towards the sun just by standing). 
So right before, toes curling ledge, 
 all edges yelling the shape of the world 
at you: HERE! THERE!! WHERE!!! 
 Jagged, the world shard within this triangle, 
echolocation its last resort at talking you down. 
 And within our travels the brink, without our homes. 
How far do we walk, then,  
 to tell the inside from the out? 
 
 



 
 
Squeeze: 
 
 Having outselfed myself – outshelled, outsold – 
 I expect a terminus around every corner. 
 Whether the tip of a word's weight against the mouth 
 or that other cast of light, a brawling dialect hue; 
 whether more profuse the taking leave 
 or less effuse the heart: 
 all edges yell the shape of the world. 
 How far do we walk, then,  
 to tell the inside from the out? 
 
    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


